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ABSTRACT 

In this article, set valuations like set indexer, Topological set indexer, Topogenic set indexer, set 

graceful, set graceful were studied. The topological number and admissibility of Topogenic set indexers 

of certain graphs were determined. Also, the topological number of certain Tm,2 graphs were computed. 

The relation between Tm,m and T2m-1,1 and were established concerning specific bounds. Also, the 

Topological number of some merge graphs were analyzed. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Topology is originated in the twentieth century which deals with the study of geometrical 

and spatial relations which does not show any effects by the repeated change of shape or size 

of figures. Set theory ideas were used in the modern topology which was developed by Georg 

Cantor. The concept of fundamentals of topology such as continuity, compactness, and 

connectedness is based on the open sets. Topology includes a variety of topics such as Algebraic 

Geometry, Topological semigroups, Differential Geometry, Geometric Topology, Algebraic 
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Topology, Dynamical system, Knot Theory, etc. Graph theory is the study of mathematical 

structure represented by graphs. Graph theory is mainly used in Computer Science fields such 

as Data mining, Clustering, Networking, Image capturing, Image segmentation, etc. 

The father of graph theory is Leonard Euler. In 1736 he solved the seven bridges of 

Konigsberg problem which was the first paper in the history of graph theory. The most 

important thing in Graph theory is Graph labeling which aroused by the motivation of the 

concept of -valuation of graphs introduced by Rosa [5] in1967. Later many research papers 

came into existence when B. D. Acharya developed the concept of set valuation of graph. 

Properties of a graph are analyzed in terms of topology and vice-versa. Topological set-

indexers is the concept initiated by B. D. Acharya [1] in 1986. He created a new direction to 

the graph labeling topic by labeling the vertices using the subsets of a set and the edges are 

assigned by the symmetric difference associated with end vertices of an edge. The concept of 

set-indexer of a graph was introduced by him and proved that every graph admits a set-indexer. 

In 2012, B. D. Acharya and et al. [2] discussed set gracefulness of some graphs and their 

fundamental results. In the paper Fibonacci number of a tadpole graph [3], Algebraic and 

combinatorial methods were used to establish the formulae and identities for the Fibonacci 

number of the tadpole graph 

In 2009, K. A. Germina and et. al. [4] extended the concept of topological set indexers to 

the topogenic graphs, topogenic index and graceful topogenic set-indexers and their properties. 

In 2012, A. Solairaju and R. Raziya Begam [6] discussed some fundamental results on Edge-

Magic Labeling of some Graphs and Super Edge-Magic Labeling of Merge Graphs. 

U. Thomas and S. C. Mathew [7] computed set indexers of certain K-partite graphs and 

some graphs and also discussed the relationship between vertices of a graph and set indexing 

number. 

This article is presented as follows: In section 2, we study some basic definitions 

regarding set indexers, topological set indexer, topogenic set indexer, topological number, 

tadpole graph, merge graph, etc. Section 3 deals with the topological number and admissibility 

of the topogenic set indexer of certain graphs. In section 4, we give a conclusion. 

 

 

2.  PRELIMINARIES 

 

Definition 2.1. [1] Let ),( EVG   be a given graph and X  be a nonempty set. Then the 

mapping 
XEVf 2:   is called a set assignment or set valuation of the vertices or edges or 

both. 

 

Definition 2.2. [1] Let G  be a given graph and X  be a nonempty set. Then a set valuation 
XEVf 2:   is a set indexer of G if 

                   1. ),(),( vuvuf  ,  ),( vu  E  where   denotes the binary operation of taking 

the symmetric difference of the sets in 2 X . 

                   2. the restriction map Vf | and Ef |  are both injective. 
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In this case, X  is called an indexing set of G . Clearly, a graph can have many indexing sets 

and the minimum of the cardinalities of the indexing sets is said to be the set indexing number 

of G denoted by )(G . The set indexing number of trivial graph 1K  is defined to be Zero. 

 

Definition 2.3. [1] A set indexer f  of a graph G  with the indexing set X  is said to be a 

topological set-indexer t( set indexer) if )(Vf  is a topology on X  and X  is called the 

topological indexing set t( indexing set) of G . The minimum number among the cardinalities 

of such topological indexing sets is said to be the topological number t( number) of G and is 

denoted by  (G) and the corresponding t set indexer is called the t optimal set indexer of 

G . 

 

Definition 2.4. [1] A graph for which the set indexing number and the t number are equal is 

termed topologically set graceful or t set graceful. 

 

Definition 2.5. [4] A graph G , not necessarily finite is called topogenic if there exists a non-

empty ground set X  and an injective set assignment such that 

               1. the induced edge function f :  XGE 2)(  defined by 

)()(),( vfufvuf 
, ),( vu  E  where   denotes the binary operation of taking the 

symmetric difference of the subsets of X  is also injective and  

               2.   ))(())(( GEfGVf 
f
 is a topology on X , such a set-assignment f , if it 

exists is called a topogenic set indexer of G. 

 

Definition 2.6. [4] A graph ),( EVG    is a graceful topogenic graph if it admits a graceful 

topogenic set-indexer, in the sense that it is a set-indexer f : V(G) X2  of G such that 

  ))(())(( GEfGVf X2 . 

 

Definition 2.7. [3] In graph theory, the ),( nm – tadpole graph is a special type of graph 

consisting of a cycle graph on m  (at least 3) vertices and a path graph on n  vertices connected 

with a bridge. 

 

Definition 2.8. [6] A merge graph 21 *GG  can be formed from two graphs 1G  and 2G  by 

merging a node of 1G  with a node of 2G . 
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3.  TOPOLOGICAL AND TOPOGENIC SET INDEXERS OF CERTAIN FAMILY OF  

     GRAPHS  

 

3. 1. Topological number and topogenic index of certain 
1,mT  graphs 

Theorem 3.1.1: Topological number of 
1,3T and 

1,4T is 3. 

Proof:  

Case 1: Let },,,{ 1321 jiii qqqqQ   be the vertex set of tadpole graph 
1,3T . Consider the base 

set },,{ tsrN  . Label any four dissimilar nonempty subsets of N  to the vertices { 1iq , 2iq , 

3iq , 
1jq } in some order to get a t set indexer of 

1,3T  with indexing set N .  

Accordingly )( 1,3T = 3. 

Case 2: Let Q = { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq , 
1jq } be the vertex set of tadpole graph 

1,4T . Consider the 

base set },,{ tsrN  . The topology set }},,{},,{},{},{},{{ tsrsrsr are assigned to the 

vertices and the set }},,{},,{},,{},{{ tsrtrsrr  are labeled to the set {( 1iq , 2iq ), ( 2iq , 3iq ), ( 3iq

, 4iq ), ( 4iq ,
1jq )} and {s} is assigned to the edge ( 1iq ,

1jq ) so that 
NEVf 2:  will be the 

t set indexer. Therefore  .3)( 1,3 T  

 

Theorem 3.1.2: Topological number of a tadpole graph 
1,mT  with bounds 5 9m  and 1n  

is 4. 

Proof: 

Case 1: Consider 
1,5T . Let Q = { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq , 5iq , 

1jq } be the vertex set. Choose the base 

set N  as follows. },,,{ utsrN  . Among the distinct topologies of N , choose  as 

}},,,{},,,{},,,{},{},,{},{{ utsrtsrusrrsr . Let 
pip Bqf )( , 5,4,3,2,1p and  

11)( Cqf j  . Then the  edge labels {( 1iq , 2iq ), ( 2iq , 3iq ), ( 3iq , 4iq ), ( 4iq , 5iq ), ( 5iq , 1iq )} are 

given by ,
21 BB  15544332 ,,, BBBBBBBB   respectively and ),( 11 ji qq  as 11 CB   

which forms  t set indexer with indexing set N . Therefore, .4)( 1,5 T  

Case 2: Consider 
1,6T . Let Q = { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq , 5iq , 6iq , 

1jq } be the vertex set. Let the base 

set be },,,{ utsrN  . Consider the topology set   = },,,{},,{},,,,{},{},{{ tsrsrutsrr

}}.,{},{ trs  The vertices {
ipq } where 6,...,2,1p  are labeled by the sets },{},{{ r  

}}{},,,{},,{},,,,{ stsrsrutsr  respectively and 
1jq  as },{ tr and the edges are computed by 
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finding the symmetric difference between corresponding edges. Accordingly, we get a t set 

indexer. Hence .4)( 1,6 T  

Case 3: Consider 
1,7T . Let the base set be },,,{ utsrN  . Consider the topology set with eight 

subsets of  N . Let    = }}.,,{},,,{},,,,{},,{},,{},{},{},{{ tsrusrutsrsrtrsr  Label the 

vertices of cycle graph with seven sets of   and the vertex of the path set with remaining one 

in suitable order to get t set indexer. i.e. .4)( 1,7 T  

Case 4: Consider 
1,8T . Consider the base set },,,{ utsrN   Assigning the topology set 

}},,{},{},,{},,,{},,{},,,,{},,{},,,{},{{ usrrurutrsrutsrtrtsr  to the vertex set in any 

order to get a t set index. It reveals that .4)( 1,8 T . 

Case 5: Consider 
1,9T . The following figure shows .4)( 1,9 T  

 

Theorem 3.1.3: Topological number of a tadpole graph with m cycles and m paths and 

12 m cycles with one path is same as the bounds 3 ≤ m  ≤ 5. 

Proof:  

Consider the base set N as follows },,,{ utsrN  . Let Q  denote the vertex set of the Tadpole 

graph. Assign the vertices as follows. 
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Table 3.1.3: 
mmT ,

 

 

 

By labeling the vertices of 112 ,mT   in some order, f  satisfies the definition of t set indexer. It 

shows that topological number of 
mmT ,

 and 112 ,mT  is same as the bounds .53  m  

 

Theorem 3.1.4: 
5,5T  is t set graceful.  

Proof:  

Let G  = 
5,5T  and base set be },,,{ utsrN  . By theorem 3.1.3, .4)( 5,5 T  The minimum 

cardinality of the set N  to build a mapping 
NEVf 2:   to be a set indexer of the graph 

5,5T  is also 4. i.e. )(G  = 4. From the above theorem .4)( 5,5 T  Hence 
5,5T  is t set graceful. 

 

Theorem 3.1.5: Tadpole graph 
1,mT  admits a topogenic set indexer for 3 6m . 

Proof:  

Case 1: Let },,{ tsrN  . Consider the graph 
1,3T . Let   = }}.{},{},,,{},{{ rstsr  By 

labeling   to the vertex set in any order and assigned to the edges where it will satisfy the 

property of set indexer and their union forms topology. Therefore, 
1,3T  admits a topogenic set 

indexer. 

Case 2: Consider the graph 
1,4T . Let the base set be },,{ tsrN  . From the various topologies 

of N , choose   as }}.,{},,{},{},,,{},{{ srtsstsr  Label the vertex set { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq , 

1jq } as   in any order. Let 
pip Bqf )(  for 4,...,1p  and 

11)( Cqf j  . Label  the  edge sets 

mmT ,
 Q ( ),mmT  :f  Q ( ),mmT

N2  

3,3T  
1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 

1jq , 
2jq , 

3jq  

},,,{},,{},,,{{ tsrsrusr  

}}{},,,,{},{ rutsr  

4,4T  
1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq , 

1jq , 
2jq , 

3jq , 
4jq  

},,{},,{},{},,{{ utusttr  

}},,,{},{},,{},{ utsrssr  

5,5T  
1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq , 5iq ,        

1jq , 
2jq , 

3jq , 
4jq , 

5jq  

},,,{},,,{},{},,{},{{ usrutrrsr  

}},{},,,{},,,,{},{},,{ urtsrutsrstr  
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{( 1iq , 2iq ), ( 2iq , 3iq ), ( 3iq , 4iq ), ( 4iq , 1iq ), ),( 11 ji qq } as ,
21 BB   ,, 4332 BBBB   14 BB   

11 CB   respectively, which becomes injective.  

Also { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq , 
1jq } { )(),(),(),(),( 1114433221 CBBBBBBBBB  }    

forms topology on N . Therefore, set assignment f  is a topogenic set indexer. 

Case 3: Consider the tadpole graph 
1,5T . Let the base set be },,,{ utsrN  . Consider the 

topology set of N  as }},{},{},{},,,{},,,,{},{{ tssrusrutsr . Label these sets to the vertex 

set of 
1,5T . The edge set is computed using the symmetric difference between the vertices. 

Consequently the edge set will be injective. Union of vertex set and edge set forms topology 

satisfying topogenic set indexer definition. 

Case 4: Consider the graph 
1,6T . Let the base set be },,,{ utsrN  . Label the topology set 

}},{},,,{},{},,{},{},,,,{},{{ srtsrrtrtutsr   to the vertex set { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq ,  
,6iq  

1jq } in any order satisfying the definition of topogenic set indexer. 

 

Theorem 3.1.6: A tadpole graph 
4,4T  admits a topogenic set indexer. 

Proof:  

Let },,,{ utsrN   be the base set. Consider the topology set of base set as 

}},,,{},,{},,,{},{},,,{},{},,{},{{ utsrutusrutsrtsr . Assign the vertices as 

}{)( 1 sqf i  , },,,,{)( 2 utsrqf i   }{)( 3 iqf , }{)( 4 rqf i  , }{)( 1 sqf j  , }{)( 2 tqf j  , 

},{)( 3 srqf j  , }.,{)( 4 urqf j   },,{},,{},,{},{},,,,{},,,{))(( uttssrrutsrusrGEf 
 

}}.,{},,,{ usutr ))(( GVf ))(( GEf  },,{},{},{},{},,,{},,,,{},{{ srutsutrutsr  

}}{},,{},,,{},,{},,{},,{ rususruttsur which is a topology on N . i.e. the above-set 

assignment  f  is a topogenic set indexer. 

 

Theorem 3.1.7: 
1,4T  is a graceful topogenic graph.  

Proof:  

Let H  denotes the tadpole graph 
1,4T  and },,{ tsrN   be the base set. { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq ,

1jq } 

be the vertex set and label these vertices with the topology set {{ }, },,{},,{ tssr

}},,{},{ tsrs . Label the edge set as }},,{},{},{},,{},,{{ tsrrttrsr and their union forms 
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discrete topology on N ,  so that 
1,4T  admits a graceful topogenic set indexer. Hence, 

1,4T  is a 

graceful topogenic graph. 

 

Theorem 3.1.8: 
2,3T  is a graceful topogenic graph. 

Proof:  

Consider the tadpole graph 
2,3T . Let },,{ tsrN   be the ground set. Choose the topology 

}},{},,{},{},,,{},{{ trsrrtsr   of  N . The vertex set { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq ,
1jq ,

2jq } of 
2,3T  are 

designated as  . Suitably the edge set  {( 1iq , 2iq ), ( 2iq , 3iq ), ( 3iq , 1iq ), ( 1iq ,
1jq ), ),( 21 jj qq } are 

labelled as { )( 1iqf  )( 2iqf , )( 2iqf  )( 3iqf , )( 3iqf  )( 1iqf , )( 1iqf  )( 1jqf , )( 1jqf 

)( 2jqf }. The union of vertex set and edge set forms a discrete topology on N .  i.e. 
2,3T  admits 

a graceful topogenic set indexer. Hence 
2,3T  is a graceful topogenic graph. 

 

3. 2. Topological set indexer of certain 
2,mT  graphs 

 

Theorem 3.2.1: Topological number of 
2,3T is 3. 

Proof:  

Let Q  { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 
1jq , 

2jq } be the vertex set of tadpole graph 
2,3T . Consider the base set 

},,{ tsrN  . Label the vertices as }},,{},,{},{},{},{{ tsrsrsr in any order we get f as a t

set indexer. Hence  (
2,3T ) = 3.  

 

Theorem 3.2.2: The topological number of a tadpole graph 
2,mT  with bounds 4 8m  is 4. 

Proof:  

Case 1: Consider the graph 
2,4T . Let Q  { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq , 

1jq , 
2jq } be the vertex set and 

the base set be },,,{ utsrN  .  

Label the vertex set as shown in the following table. 
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Table 3.2.2(a): 
2,4T  

Topology set ))(( 2,4TVf  )( 2,4TEf
  

}},,{},{},,{

},,,{},,,,{},{{

usrrsr

tsrutsr
 

)( 1iqf },,{ tsr  

)( 2iqf },,{ usr  

)( 3iqf }{r  

)( 4iqf },{ sr  

)( 1jqf }{  

)( 2jqf },,,{ utsr  

),( 21 ii qqf  },{ ut  

),( 32 ii qqf  },{ us  

}{),( 43 sqqf ii   

),( 14 ii qqf  }{t  

),( 11 ji qqf  },,{ tsr  

),( 21 jj qqf  },,,{ utsr  

 

 

Case 2: Consider the graph 
2,5T . Let Q  { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq , 5iq , 

1jq , 
2jq } be the vertex set 

and the base set be },,,{ utsrN  .  

Label the vertex set as shown in the following table. 

Table 3.2.2(b): 
2,5T  

Topology set ))(( 2,5TVf  )( 2,5TEf


 

}}{},,{},{},,{

},,,{},,,,{},{{

strrsr

tsrutsr
 

)( 1iqf },,,{ utsr  

)( 2iqf }{s  

)( 3iqf },{ tr  

)( 4iqf },{ sr  

)( 5iqf },,{ tsr  

)( 1jqf }{  

)( 2jqf }{r  

),( 21 ii qqf  },,{ utr  

),( 32 ii qqf  },,{ tsr  

),( 43 ii qqf  },{ ts  

),( 54 ii qqf  }{t  

),( 15 ii qqf  }{u  

),( 11 ji qqf  },,,{ utsr  

),( 21 jj qqf  }{r  

 

 

Case 3: Consider the graph 
2,6T . Let Q  { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq , 5iq , 6iq , 

1jq , 
2jq } be the vertex 

set and the base set be },,,{ utsrN  .  

Label the vertex set as shown in the following table. 
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Table 3.2.2(c): 
2,6T  

Topology set ))(( 2,6TVf  )( 2,6TEf
  

}},,{},{},,{},{},,{

},,,{},,,,{},{{

usrstrrsr

tsrutsr
 

)( 1iqf },,,{ utsr  

)( 2iqf },{ tr  

)( 3iqf }{r  

)( 4iqf }{s  

)( 5iqf },,{ usr  

)( 6iqf },{ sr  

)( 1jqf },,{ usr  

)( 2jqf },,{ tsr  

),( 21 ii qqf  },{ us  

),( 32 ii qqf  }{t  

),( 43 ii qqf  },{ sr  

),( 54 ii qqf  },{ ur  

),( 65 ii qqf  }{u  

),( 16 ii qqf  },{ ut  

),( 11 ji qqf  },,,{ utsr  

),( 21 jj qqf  },,{ tsr  

 

Case 4: Consider the graph 
2,7T . Let Q  { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq , 5iq , 6iq , 7iq , 

1jq , 
2jq } be the 

vertex set and the base set be },,,{ utsrN  . Label the vertex set as shown in the following 

table. 

Table 3.2.2(d): 
2,7T  

Topology set ))(( 2,7TVf  )( 2,7TEf


 

}},,{},,,{},{

},,{},,,{},,{

},,{},,,,{},{{

tsrusrr

urutrsr

trutsr

 

)( 1iqf },{ tr  

)( 2iqf },{ sr  

)( 3iqf },,{ utr  

)( 4iqf },{ ur  

)( 5iqf }{r  

)( 6iqf },,{ usr  

)( 7iqf },,{ tsr  

)( 1jqf }{  

)( 2jqf },,,{ utsr  

),( 21 ii qqf  },{ ts  

),( 32 ii qqf  },,{ uts  

),( 43 ii qqf  }{t  

),( 54 ii qqf  }{u  

),( 65 ii qqf  },{ us  

),( 76 ii qqf  },{ ut  

),( 17 ii qqf  }{s  

),( 11 ji qqf  },{ tr  

),( 21 jj qqf  },,,{ utsr  
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Case 5: Consider the graph 
2,8T . Let Q  { 1iq , 2iq , 3iq , 4iq , 5iq , 6iq , 7iq , 8iq , 

1jq , 
2jq } be 

the vertex set and the base set be . Label the vertex set as shown in the following table.  

 

Table 3.2.2(e): 
2,8T  

Topology set ))(( 2,8TVf  )( 2,8TEf
  

}},{

},,,{},{},,{

},,,{},{},,,{

},,{},,,,{},{{

tr

usrrur

utrstsr

srutsr

 

)( 1iqf },,,{ utsr  

)( 2iqf },{ ur  

)( 3iqf }{s  

)( 4iqf }{r  

)( 5iqf },{ sr  

)( 6iqf },,{ utr  

)( 7iqf },,{ tsr  

)( 8iqf },,{ usr  

)( 1jqf }{  

)( 2jqf },{ tr  

),( 21 ii qqf  },{ ts  

),( 32 ii qqf  },,{ usr  

),( 43 ii qqf  },{ sr  

),( 54 ii qqf  }{s  

),( 65 ii qqf  },,{ uts  

),( 76 ii qqf  },{ us  

),( 87 ii qqf  },{ ut  

),( 18 ii qqf  }{t  

),( 11 ji qqf  },,,{ utsr  

),( 21 jj qqf  },{ tr  

  

 

The above cases reveal that the Topological number of a tadpole graph 
2,mT  with bounds 4

8m  is 4.  

 

3. 3. Topological set indexer for the product of the cycle graph and star graph 

 

Theorem 3.3.1: Topological number of 44 * SC  is 4. 

Proof:  

Let { 43214321 ,,,,,,, ttttpppp } be the vertex set of 44 * SC . Consider the base set as 

},,,{ utsrN  . Label the vertices with disjoint subsets of N as follows. )( 1pf },,{ usr  

)( 2pf }{ , )( 3pf },{ tr , )( 4pf },,{ tsr , )( 1tf },,,{ utsr , )( 2tf },{ sr , )( 3tf }{r , 

)( 4tf }{s , so that 
NEVf 2:   satisfies the t set indexer definition. i.e. ( 44 * SC ) = 4. 
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Theorem 3.3.2: Topological number of 54 * SC  is 4. 

Proof:  

Let { 4321 ,,, pppp } be the vertex set of cycle 4C  and { 54321 ,,,, ttttt } be the vertex set of 

star 5S . Consider the base set as },,,{ utsrN  . Assigning the topology set {{ }, 

}},,{},{},,{},,,{},,{},,,,{},,{},,,{ usrrurutrsrutsrtrtsr  to the vertex set as follows. 

)( 1pf },,,{ utsr , )( 2pf },,{ tsr , )( 3pf },{ tr , )( 4pf },,{ usr , )( 1tf = { }, )( 2tf

}{r , )( 3tf },{ sr  , )( 4tf },{ ur , )( 5tf },,{ utr . Let )( ipf = iB , 4,3,2,1i  and )( jtf

= 
jC , 5,...,1j .    Then the edge labels ( ), 21 pp , ( ), 32 pp , ( ), 43 pp , ( ), 14 pp  are given by 

,, 3221 BBBB  ,43 BB  14 BB   respectively and ( ), 11 tp , ( ), 21 tt , ( ), 31 tt , ( ), 41 tt , ( ), 51 tt  

are given by  ,11 CB   21 CC  , ,31 CC   ,41 CC   51 CC   respectively.    

Then the mapping 
NEVf 2:   satisfies the condition of t set indexer. i.e.  ( 54 * SC )  

4. 

 

Theorem 3.3.3: Topological number of 64 * SC  is 4. 

Proof: 

 Let { 6543214321 ,,,,,,,,, ttttttpppp } be the vertex set of 64 * SC . Consider the base set as 

},,,{ utsrN  . Label the vertices with disjoint subsets of N  as in the following tables.  

Consider the topology set  },,{},{},,{},,,,{},,,{},{},,,{},{{ trrurutsrutrstsr

}},{},,,{ srusr  and the remaining edge ),( 11 tpf   as },,,{ utsr  which satisfies the t set 

indexer definition i.e.  ( 64 * SC ) = 4. 

Table 3.3.3(a): C 4  

 

Vertex set ))(( 4CVf  )( 4CEf


 

{ 4321 ,,, pppp } 

)( 1pf },,,{ utsr  

)( 2pf },,{ tsr  

)( 3pf },,{ utr  

)( 4pf },,{ usr  

),( 21 ppf  }{u  

),( 32 ppf  },{ us  

),( 43 ppf  },{ ts  

),( 14 ppf  }{t  
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Table 3.3.3(b): S 6  

Vertex set ))(( 6SVf  )( 6SEf
  

{ },,,,, 654321 tttttt  

)( 1tf }{  

)( 2tf }{r  

)( 3tf },{ ur  

)( 4tf },{ tr  

)( 5tf },{ sr  

)( 6tf }{s  

),( 21 ttf  }{r  

),( 31 ttf  },{ ur  

),( 41 ttf  },{ tr  

),( 51 ttf  },{ sr  

),( 61 ttf  }{s  

 

 

Theorem 3.3.4: Topological number of 74 * SC  is 5. 

Proof:  

Let { 76543214321 ,,,,,,,,,, tttttttpppp } be the vertex set of 74 * SC . Consider the base set 

as },,,,{ vutsrN  .  

Label the vertices with disjoint subsets of N  as in the following figure shows that  ( 74 * SC ) 

= 5.  
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4.  CONCLUSION 

 

Set valuation plays an important role in creating a link between Topology and Graph 

theory. In this article, the topological number and admissibility of Topogenic set indexers of 

certain tadpole graphs were studied. The relationship among some tadpole graphs was 

discussed. Topological number and some properties of more merge graphs are yet to be 

investigated.  
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